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ABSTRACT

To some extent, Charles Tomlinson has been the victim--

and continues to be--of two general trends in criticism. On

the one hand, in America, as a post-war British poet, he

suffers from the scant attention accorded to this group by

American critics. On the other hand, in Britain, as a post

war British poet with strong American influences, he suffers

a similar neglect at the hands of British critics. Tomlinson

himself, both as a poet and as a critic, has sought to break

down the British barriers to outside cultural influence.

More than many poets, he has developed a poetic which is

bound up with the idea of influence. The idea of influence

is related to a number of important issues both in

Tomlinson's poetry and poetic and to modern poetry generally:

to the idea of modernist internationalism, to the strained

relations between modern British and American poets, to

translation, and, perhaps most importantly for his work, to

the idea of chance and the poetic self.

This thesis examines the problem of the self in the

poetry of Charles Tomlinson by reading it within the

dialectic of possessiveness and possibility which he

describes in the Preface to his Collected Poems (1985).
I ',

My first chapter considers Tomlinson's approach to these

issues in relation to Harold Bloom's theory of influence
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and to recent theories of literary entitling and metaphor.

After examining a number of ways by which Tomlinson

endeavours to defend his poetic space of possibility, the

chapter concludes by showing how pervasive and important is

his poetic of misperception or chance.

My second chapter considers the influence of Wallace

stevens's poetry and poetics on Tomlinson and tries to set

that relationship in the more general context of the British

reception of--more often, resistance to--Stevens's writing.

Tomlinson was most indebted to stevens in his early volume,

The Necklace. Since that time, he has sought to distance

himself from his American mentor's rhet~ric and theory.

However, Tomlinson maintains a strong interest in his poetry

and, to some extent, Tomlinson may derive a poetic of

misperception from his work.

Each of the subsequent chapters discusses a different

aspect of possessiveness and possiblity. Chapters three and

four look at both the ideal, Edenic facet of locality, and at

the most significant features, for Tomlinson's poetry, of

actual places. His attack on cultural insularity is bound up

with his aesthetic of giving the thing its due: to go

outward to things is akin to going out to other cultures.

My final chapter examines the broadest implications of

Tomlinson's dialectic, in his travel and political poems:

the centre of his poetic concerns.
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Gesang
Ist Dasein? Song is the measure, rather,

Of being's spread and height, the moonrise
That tips and touches, recovering from the night

The lost hill-lines, the sleeping prospects:
It is the will to exchange the graph of pain

Acknowledged, charted and repeated, for the range
Of an unpredicted terrain.

--"Melody" (CP 270)



Introduction

To take chances, as to make rhymes
Is human (CP 194)

Throughout his forty or so years of writing poetry,

Charles Tomlinson has been concerned in his poems with

achieving a discipline of the self. From the beginning, he

has understood how tempting, yet how self-defeating, are the

claims of the self on the world around it. As he remarked to

two interviewers, Jed Rasula and Mike Erwin, in 1975, "we are

good fixers of the contents of our consciousness and hence

great fixers of our egos; we'll have it all on our own terms"

("Charles Tomlinson" 407). Something has always made

Tomlinson want to make of his poetry a means of knowing first

the world and only then the self that world discloses. To

put the matter reductively, the fear which lies behind such

an endeavour is solipsism: the fear that nothing exists to

be known beyond the self. In theory, such an enterprise runs

the risk of foundering on any of the failed disproofs of

solipsism or of drifting away into equally futile searches

for the new, final proof that there is a world for the self

to discover. To reduce Tomlinson's poetry to this level,

though, is surely amiss: the problem of the self tends

towards solipsism, but the actual evil of this tendency is

that it devalues the world in overvaluing the self.
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The problem is not that the world does not exist, or is

feared not to exist, but that the self in its pursuit of all

the things it pursues wants most of the time, almost as a law

of experience, a dependably stable, known, unsurprising

world, and works in many ways to fabricate that stability.

This self, no less than the self of the solipsis~ic extreme,

creates a world, but that world is too much with us, and, for

Tomlinson, is too obviously the product of self-delusion and

self-aggrandizement: "Consciousness that becomes merely a

disease of prying, a bullying assertion of its own dear self,

can be not merely obtrusive but comic--I think of some of

Proust's more excessive moments" ("Charles Tomlinson" 412).

In fact, it is consciousness's "bullying assertion of

its own dear self" which wants and makes its opposite term,

the world, so solid and so obdurate. The irony of the title

of his first major volume, Seeing is Believing--a title,

incidentally, which Tomlinson appropriated from a review of

his preceding volume, The Necklace--is that the eye of

consciousness imposes a powerful rule over cognition and

belief, for good or ill. Arguably, th~ most common metaphor

for understanding takes one or other variation of the root:

Seeing is understanding.

The skeptic's motto proclaimed in the title, Seeing is

Believing, itself contains a hint of a yet more radical

'doubt: if the skeptic withholds his belief until he has

tested hearsay with his eyes, the radical skeptic despairs at

that very nexus which bestows such,power on the eye:
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appearances are deceiving, and the eye can err. ?omlinson's

aesthetic is grounded in the eye, but it questions the

authority of sight to the point that it gives over the

authority to second sight, or, more accurately, second looks.

We learn by erring and we err when we look, but erring is

rich with possibility.

As two of Tomlinson's other volume titles--The Way In

and The Shaft--make clear, his task is both ~o break through

the world that we take for granted, the world which

generations of selves have bequeathed as the real world, and

also to outflank the bullying self of one's own, which, first

of all, would accept unquestioningly that inheritance and,

secondly, would continue to assert that same domination over

all it surveys. If these two titles suggest a world to be

broken through and into, and thus a noble task for the poet,

the title of his first pamphlet, Relations and Contraries,

suggests that he recognizes that the self, even the self of

the poet, is to some degree compromised, despite all its good

intentions. The self may see itself as in many ways contrary

to the world as given, but it also sees itself as tied to

that world by many relations.

The self, in ~act, is possessive towards its world, and

that provides my major metaphor and one half of a dialectic

for investi9ating how Tomlinson has dealt with the self's

inevitable implicatedness with the world. The space of

possibility is the other half of this dialectic: the belief,

perhaps his supreme fiction, that the self can achieve a
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balanced relation with the object world, that possessiveness

can be gotten round. In short, the space of possibility is

his figure--both temporal and spatial--for the poetic

imagination. Both halves of the dialectic appear in the

Preface to his Collected Poems (CP). There Tomlinson describes

the first clear impression, on writing "Poem," of his

artistic goal: "I realized, when I wrote it, that I was

approaching the sort of thing I wanted to do, where space

l'epresented possibility and where self would have to embrace

that possibility somewhat self-forgetfully, putting aside the

more possessive and violent claims of personality" (CP vii).

The metaphor of possessiveness is a subject of his

poetry: to enable him to discipline the self's

possessiveness towards the world, his poems take cognizance

of that problem. In a sense, his preoccupation with physical

description--borders and outlines, container and contained-

reflects his foregrounding of possessiveness. Indeed,

possessiveness may be traced back to the individuating

process of perception itself, our mental process of seeing a

thing as a thing-in-itself, independent, isolatable,

nameable. Much of his "descriptive" poetry constitutes a

meditation on individuation or differentiation. His prose

poem, "A Procec;s," in The Way of the World (1969), reflects

on the self in the midst of this process:

To process: to walk the bounds to lay claim to them,
knowing all they exclude. • • •

•••• One accords the process its reality, one does
not deify it; inserted among it, one distinguishes and
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even transfigures, so that the quality of vision is
never a prisoner of the thing seen. (CP 193-94)

My thesis begins by outlining the dialectic of relations and

contraries in terms of possessiveness and the space of

possibility, and my first chapter will try to show that one

way in which Tomlinson seeks to escape possessiveness is

through a poetry of misperception. Perceptual errors bring

their own poetic rewards. Misprints and tricks of light and

distance can open up fresh new worlds. As he admonishes the

reader in his poem, "Mushrooms," from The Shaft(1978):

"waste! None of the sleights of seeing: taste the sight! You

gaze unsure of"(CP 293). Misperceptions make space--the space

of possibility--for poetry. Error, "the pure surprise of

seeing"(CP 309), allows the poet to escape, however briefly, the

possessiveness of the self. The remaining four chapters will

look at other ways in which this dialectic presents itself in

his poetry. My last chapter will focus on his travel poems

and political poems to show how they display yet another way

by which he has sought to discipline the possessive self.

Tomlinson does not explain precisely what he means by

"possessiveness," either in the Preface or anywhere else in

his writings. However, its negative connotations appear to

derive from the romantic poet's search for a transcendence of

ordinary consciousness. Ordinary consciousness may be deemed

too painful to endure, or simply insufficiently interesting.

For either reason, the impulse to escape from the rational

and ordinary leads to a devaluing of the normal range of
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human experience. The search for the new is seen by

Tomlinson as merely one more manifestation of the possessive

personality. In this regard, he is in agreement with Yvor

Winters. As Grosvenor Powell remarks in his book on Winters,

"The romantic error [for Winters] is the divorce of ordinary

consciousness from the natural so that the natural world

exists only as a stimulus to revery" (Powell 148).

The poet driven to escape through poetry is on a

continual search for the new: it is in the end a possessive

search, which merely reintroduces the dominance of the self

over whatever it finds. In a sense, the problem of

possessiveness becomes possessiveness of the self, and, for

poets, possessiveness of originality. My first chapter

begins by considering how Tomlinson seeks to avoid undue

possessiveness both towards the object world and towards his

own creativity or originality. Harold Bloom's theory of

poetic influence narrowly focusses attention on how poets

influence poets, as though poets' debts were all to one

another. I will argue for a broader sense of influence: the

poet may feel poss~ssive about his originality towards both

his culture and his ~ociety. This chapter will argue that

.Relations and Contraries shows him beginning to break free of

a dependence on genre, in particular on satire, as a way of

defending his poetic originality.

If Tomlinson rejects satire as a way of defending his

originality and establishing the value of his poetry, we may

take another measure of possessiveness through his poem
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titles. The next part of this chapter will examine his use

of titles in the light of some recent theories about the

relations between title and poem. In the relationship between

title and poem, a poet might be expected to reveal something

fundamental about the way he possesses his poem. The poem

represents his originality but also his means of

communicating his imagination. Bloom has shown how anxious

is a poet's sense of his own originality--at least in respect

to those poets to whom he feels most indebted. The counter

balancing impetus may be seen generously as the poet's desire

to communicate his imagination to his audience or, less

generously, as simply the need to impose his words over the

words of all other poets. In either case, the relation

between the title and the poem may be read as a gauge of the

poet's possessiveness towards his own originality.

The third part of this chapter will look at "Poem" as it

exemplifies the space of possibility. Interestingly, the

title, "Poem," itself may be interpreted as an unpossess1ve

statement. ttPoem" will be considered both in its original

context, in Relations and Contraries, and its later context,

in the Collected Poems, as a measure of its continuing

importance to his poetry for over thirty years. The last

part of the first chapter will examine one way in which he

has sought to achieve the space of possibility which "Poem"

represents. By cultivating a poetry of chance or

misperception, Tomlinson, in effect, takes Bloom's theory of

misreading to its logical conclusion. Bloom argues that
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































